
COMPANY VISION
AutoMaximizer is a different kind of Company - or 
rather a different concept for what a Company is and 
should be. In the days of Ford or GM - and the industrial 
revolution Corporations had specific role in society they 
produced stuff; and people bought goods - this was 
important and has remained largely unchanged in 100+ 
years. The 1990's brought the information-revolution - 
and the first 20 years of the new millenium has been 
trying to merge the old ways with these new ways. 
Factories still exist, more efficient: yes, closer to 
"just-in-time" yes; but still largely unchanged. Technology 
is shifting the Paradim in a new way - but using age-old 
philosphy: The Customer is always Right and The 
Customer comes first, etc, etc. Tomorrow's factory will 
exist within the mobile device (or mind) of the customer.   

OUR CUSTOMERS   
Today Customers want the exact opposite of Henry 
Ford's Model A - where a line of production cranks out 
cookie-cutter products. The Challenge for tomorrow's 
producers is to adapt means-of-production that 
accomodate economies-of-scale with the ever-growing 
personalization and finicky customer-base. Translating 
technology from brain-to-graphics - is relatively cheap 
and easy - howeve, translating graphics-to-steel/  
leather/ glass/ plastic is incredibly difficult.  "Rapid 
Prototyping" will become mainstream; AutoMaximizer 
serves anyone willing to pay premium for customization

Shop from over 10,000 Auto Accessories, 
Car Body Kits, Truck Add-ons and 4x4 Parts. 
Call: +1-617-917-4179  
Email: info@automaximizer.com
Visit: www.automaximizer.com

AutoMaximizer, Inc. (www.automaximizer.com) is 
disrupting the Auto Accessories Industry in the same 
way AutoMax, Inc. (over $100M in Sales) and TrueAuto, 
Inc. (IPO, 2014) have transformed the retail markets.

ABOUT AUTOMAXIMIZER
Using technology, AutoMaximizer will disrupt the After-
market Automotive Industry in the same way AutoMax, 
Inc. (over $100 Million in Sales) and TrueAuto, Inc. (IPO, 
2014) have Disrupted the Secondary Automobile 
markets.  Hundreds of Thousands of Automobiles are 
scrapped annually (and pollute our environment) 
because a financial incentive system does not exist to 
bring them to market. Over 90% of Car Buyers now use 
the Internet during the car buying process (Craigslist, 
eBay, AutoTrader, etc) and there's a growing trend to 
"Customize" automobiles (new or used) with after- 
market add-ons from AutoZone, PepBoys, Amazon/ 
eBay, etc. However, when given an Opportunity, 80% of 
New & Used Car buyers pay extra for Customizations 
at-the-time-of-the-purchase-decision. AutoMaximizer 
allows the entire automobile to be Ultra-Customized...! 
Even the Horn! 

COMPANY FACTS & STATS 
Our team: 3 co-founders and 7 Professionals. 
Corporate: Wyoming c-corporation. 10,000,000 shares. 
Founded: 2018
Industry: automotive, technology, retail.
Seeking: $300k @ $1m fmv
Advisors: seeking legal, tax, banking, industry, china, etc.
Investors: all founders to date.
Deal stage: prototype.
Opportunity: angel investment, strategic investment. 
Customers: 50,000+ monthly website visitors.
Disclosures: none.
Exit strategy: acquisition by a specialty automobile firm 
looking to expand offerings.
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TO MAXIMIZE THE JOY FOUND 
DURING THE CAR BUYING EXPERIENCE



OUR PLATFORM
AutoMaximizer serves the end user customer/ 
auto-owner ultimately; however, the existing supply 
chains require numerous B2B channels exist.  Online 
Retailers, Online Auctions, OEM Suppliers, After- 
marker Suppliers, Big "Factory" Brands, software 
providers, dealership services providers, auto-repair 
shops, auto-parts stores, techology providers,  
automotive alternative investors. 

The Customer of AutoMaximizer is one who expects 
that his/her purchase is exactly what he/she wants. 
Domino's Pizza, Burger King, UBER, other mass-market 
retailers are already starting this transition - it's not just 
about "apps" - AutoMaximizer enables the customer to 
"own" the means of production as related to automotive 
purchase decisions. AI and predictive data-tools only 
further the basic demands of the customer to: "Dream it 
and Build it"

CONTACT INFO: 
Cheyenne WY: Corporate Domicile  
AutoMaximizer, Inc. 
2232 Dell Range Blvd, Suite 285a
Cheyenne WY  82009  USA

Boston MA: Headquarters
AutoMaximizer, Inc. 
2 Avenue de Lafayette, 4th Floor
Boston MA 02111 USA

Wilkes-Barre/Scranton, PA: Shipping/Warehousing  
AutoMaximizer, Inc. 
1000 Wyoming Ave
Kingston PA  18704 USA

China Freight Forwarding:  China Supply Chain
AutoMaximizer, Inc. 
Nanxin Road, Nanshan District
Shenzhen, P.R. China

Dhaka, BD:  "The SEO Factory" (Engineering) 
UTC Building, 19th Floor
Kawranbazar, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Dhaka District, 1215

WE ARE HIRING!
ITS A BIG IDEA - WE NEED PEOPLE WHO:
1) Think Big    
2) Love Cars   
3) Think automakers have lost touch with customers
4) Believe in Business as catalyst for Good
5) Think Technology can reinvent yet another industry 
(UBER, AirBNB, eBay, etc)

Quite simply cars are "objects of desire" and statistically 
one of the most researched and personalized of all 
purchases - add the obvious expense, and a dose of 
American-ism - there's a field day for any management 
consultant or market segementation expert.  
AutoMaximizer ENABLES this basic human desire to be 
different and reflect/wear/drive a reflection of this 
personality. 

PLUSES:
• Auto Insurance Industry Experience
• Auto Related Banking & Capital Markets
• Full Stack Web Engineers & SaaS Developers
• E-Commerce, SEO, Web Marketing, Social Media
• Shipping, Supply Chain, Logistics, 3PL Experience
• We are a Global Team of 10 People; Boston USA a plus.
• eBay, Amazon, Alibaba Ecommerce Experience.
• Part-time Availability (we meet every Friday online) 
• Please upload your CV/Resume here: 
automaximizer.com/jobs
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